President’s Message
By the time we all gather for the
November meeting, the mid-term
elections will be over, and we will
know who is going to be responsible
for our estate and income tax future. I
am not sure that any of us feel
confident that the lame-duck session is
going to produce anything more than a
short-term resolution to the current
uncertainty. Who would have thought
a year ago that we would still not
know the fate of the estate tax or what
our upcoming income tax brackets
might be?
Meanwhile, businesses operate and
families function (or not). Over 90
percent of all corporations in the
United States are family owned or
controlled, including some of the
largest public corporations. However,
the average life expectancy of such
organizations is only 24 years, and
only 3 out of 10 family firms survive
into the second generation. These
statistics are quite shocking, and yet
are probably not surprising to those of
us who work with families and
family-owned businesses. Our speaker
for this month works with middlemarket
companies
to
provide
strategies for succession. While his
clients may be larger than the closelyheld businesses that some of us are
used to working with, I am sure that it
will be fascinating to hear of the
strategies that are available and how
the resources come together to assist
in these transactions.

“Strategic Planning
For Family Owned Middle Market Companies”
Our speaker for this month, David Waitrovich, works with middle-market private
companies to assist them in what he calls “strategic planning”. He uses “Strategic”
planning rather than “succession” planning, because the conversation covers more
than traditional estate planning. It involves a review of all of the assets of the
company and the family, including financial assets, intellectual capital and
management. Of the 70 percent of family-owned companies that do not survive
into the next generation, many could survive if their owners/managers better
understood the key issues involved in managing change and if they were better
equipped with some strategies to handle the process of adaptation and continuity
more effectively.
Public companies are required to address issues such as the quality of the management team, financing issues, questions of competition, dangers, opportunities and
resources. Private companies often do not have these conversations, and assisting
them to have this conversation deepens the relationship with the client and often
uncovers issues that are normally overlooked. What about looking at the company
as an asset in the following way : Buy? Sell? Hold? Is the company going to merge
or buy another company, and if so how will this be achieved, and if not, why not?
Sell, and if so, how, and if not, why not? Maintain their position and if so how, and
if not, why not?
The merger and investment activity in the middle market arena is high. Private
equity funds are extremely active; larger corporations are carrying significant
amounts of cash on their balance sheets. A middle-market company is measured in
terms of enterprise value of $10mm to $50mm. David will cover the trends in this
market. Since, in most cases, the company is the largest asset in the family, how
can we, as advisors, improve the odds
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